Parker Cottage’s Self Drive Tour
of the

Overberg
The Overberg is a large area and not as close to Cape Town as the Cape Peninsula and Cape Winelands.
For this reason, most first time visitors to Cape Town often don’t venture this far and would rather stick
to the more predictable, tourist-friendly routes.
However, the Overberg is truly an amazing region and makes for a destination in its own right.
Here are the highlights (according to us) …
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Clarence Drive (which connects Gordon’s Bay to Klienmond via Betty Bay) is a stunning coastal
road equal in beauty to Chapmans Peak but longer, less busy and with more stop offs
Bettys Bay Beach with its many wild penguins is far nicer than its cousin Boulders Beach mainly
because it takes much longer to get here and you can only really do it by private transport
Pringle Bay is a very pretty seaside town with places to eat and a lovely beach.
The Kogelberg Biosphere is officially the world’s most complex biodiversity site by square
kilometre and merits a whole day trip on its own.
The Harold Porter Botanical Gardens which are small but no less impressive than their big sister
Kirstenbosch and both run by SANBI to a very high standard
Hermanus itself which has transformed itself from an old whaling town into a vibrant retreat for
Capetonians
The Hemel en Aarde Valley (the R320 which connects Hermanus to Caledon) is a delightful
meander of world-class wine estates and food, and is far easier to navigate than the myriad
vastness of Stellenbosch and Franschoek
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If you’d like a map for the whole route please ask us for detailed maps as you need them for the tricky bits!

Leave Parker Cottage heading direction N2 airport. Keep going until you get to Somerset West,
famous for its incredible amount of traffic lights (on a highway!)
Turn off to Gordon’s Bay on the R44, which is confusingly called Sir Lowry’s Pass Road and
that happens to be old name for the N2 which goes in that direction!
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Gordon’s Bay

Gordon’s Bay … an utterly charming beach and harbour!

Clarence Drive
From Gordon’s Bay, you get to drive one of the most amazing coastal drives in the world. The R44 was
recently restored and you now have some of the best curves and bends, with stopping spots, view points
and beaches to meander down. You need a Harley Davidson for this road, so if you have a cheap and
nasty Nissan from the rental shop, turn back to Cape Town immediately and get a bike.

R44 – Clarence Drive. Miles and
miles of mountain, beach, crystal
blue water and smooth tarmac.
Go wild!
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Betty’s Bay

Penguins doing the do on the
rocks at Betty’s Bay!

Whilst they are both sleepy little towns on the Overberg coast, Pringle Bay and Betty’s Bay are not
architecturally wonderful but the beaches and the wildlife on them put many of the beaches nearer to
Cape Town in the shade (pun intended).

Harold Porter Botanical Gardens

The entrance to the
Harold Porter Botanical
Gardens …
A magical oasis!

This marvellous smaller version of Kirstenbosch is again often overlooked because of the distance to
travel to it and the smaller size. It’s managed and run by SANBI who also run Kirstenbosch and you are in
for a treat!
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The Hemel en Aarde Valley
This road is the R320 that leaves Hermanus to the north and reconnects with the N2 near Caledon.
There’s a whole website dedicated to the route at hermanuswineroute.com/hemel-en-aarde-valley but
our particular favourites along that road are:

Hermanuspietersfontein
www.hpf1855.co.za

Named after the original name for Hermanus (which was rejected by the
postmaster who was sick and tired of writing it out every day!), this
superb and boutique estate boasts a wonderful lineage of Sauvignon
Blancs, of which they have no less than seven. The estate also hosts a
night market and has the most brilliant collection of quips from its talking
goats that they use on the bags and some bottles.
All in all a very fun, light-hearted and enjoyable place, with a focus on
some serious wine.
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Hamilton Russell Vineyards
www.hamiltonrussellvineyards.com

Arguably one of most prestigious wine estates in South Africa, Hamilton Russell often gets overlooked for
a visit because it’s just outside of the select Franschoek and Stellenbosch region. However, we think the
standard and crafting of the wine here is simply sensational and would urge you to stop off for a tasting.
The place also has a long tradition of fine dining in a home cooked way and even has its own cookbook.
You won’t go far wrong.

La Vierge
www.lavierge.co.za

A superb collection of the three things needed for a perfect afternoon: wine, restaurant, food and
eclectic design makes this a superb stop off for lunch. Don’t miss this place!
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